
Dreamingofyour next getaway?
LetCanonhelpgetyouthere!

For a limited time, receive a $250 Travel Reward
Credit* from Credit for Travel when you purchase
any eligible Canon product with a suggested

retail price (SRP) of over $500.

Hurry, offer ends on February 29th, 2024!

ScanQRcode
to Learnmore
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*Offer valid from Fri, Jan 19th to Thurs, Feb 29th, 2024. Receive a $250 travel credit (the “Reward”) with the purchase of any single Canon product with a
suggested retail price (SRP) of over $500 in value from an Authorized Canon Dealer (a “Qualifying Purchase”). Limit one (1) entry and one (1) Reward per

household. Participants must complete the microsite online application form and upload a photo of their receipt and product barcode within thirty (30) days
of the Qualifying Purchase as indicated on the receipt (“Application”). The uploaded receipt must clearly show the date and total purchase value, or it will not
be accepted. The Participant has three hundred and sixty-five (365) days after receiving their Reward to redeem it before the Reward credit expires.The reward
cannot be combined with any other offers or discounts. The reward can only be used to redeem a $250 travel savings from Creditfortravel.com.Offer valid to
residents of Canada who are eighteen (18) years of age or older. Offer subject to changes and available while supplies last. The full value of Credit For Travel
Reward may not be able to be applied in one transaction and is dependent on the property chosen, dates, and other variables.The Participant is responsible
for the full remaining balance after the Credit is applied. A credit card is required to complete a travel booking. Void if Reward is transferred, sold, auctioned,
photocopied, or otherwise altered and where prohibited or restricted by law. The reward has no cash value. Credit For Travel terms and conditions located at

https://www.creditfortravel.com/TermsOfUse apply. Additional terms and conditions may apply. Void where prohibited.


